
Increased understanding of the value of differences and the power of connectedness

Actionable steps to advance your mindsets and inclusive behaviors

Inspired ambition to further your own DEIB journey

Carol
Horner

Meet Carol Horner, a passionate

entrepreneur advocating for diversity,

equity, inclusion, and belonging (DEIB).

She's a champion for positive change

sparked by early experiences viewing

systemic racism in her community.  As a

sought-after speaker and avid writer,

her infectious enthusiasm inspires

enlightened, inclusive, and connected

worlds. She is also an authorized

partner for Everything DiSC®, Five

Behaviors®, and PXT Select®. Carol

continuously expands her DEIB

expertise.

Speaker . Facilitator . Leader

Be In Synch

Spiral of Accountability™: How Do I

Build Belonging?

AI as a DEI Tool (Not that AI!)

Inclusive Leadership

Everything DiSC®: a catalyst for 

building diverse relationships

Using Five Behaviors® to build

inclusive teams

SIGNATURE DEI TOPICS



Get in Touch!
chorner@beinsynch.com

CarolHorner.com

INVESTMENT
KEYNOTE: 

30-90 Min Keynote adaptable for each

occasion and to reach everyone in your

audience.

"Carol Horner works from a

purposeful mission; everything

she does aligns with her belief

in human potential, the power

of learning, and a genuine

enjoyment of her work."

Andrea Chilcote

Morningstar Ventures

"Carol gave great insights

through the use of her Spiral of

Accountability model by sharing

how foundationally important it

is to build on a culture of

integrity, accountability, and

respect."

Captain John A. Lamberton,

MSC, USN (Ret), DLH

Healthcare Practice Leader

402-871-8414

Medical Solutions

Farm Credit Services of America

Omaha Housing Authority

Boys Town

Nelson Mandela Elementary School

Family, Inc.

Mutual of Omaha

Streck

Pella 

Clients Include

SEMINARS: 

Gain insights into the value of differences,

how to foster connectedness, and take

actionable steps to promote inclusive

mindsets and behaviors. Embrace your DEI

journey with ambition!

ASSESSMENTS:

Professional assessments are tools to build

diverse relationships and create more

diverse teams. 

Everything DiSC®

Five Behaviors®

CUSTOM OPTIONS AVAILABLE 

One of Carol's strengths is her ability to

custom-design learning programs around

the unique needs of her clients. Please

reach out to get a quote!

The Five Behaviors® is a trademark of John Wiley & Sons, Inc or its affiliated companies.

PXT Select® is a trademark of John Wiley & Sons, Inc or its affiliated companies.

Everything DiSC® is a trademark of John Wiley & Sons, Inc or its affiliated companies.

Synchronicity® is a trademark of Carol Horner

Spiral of Accountability™ is a trademark of Carol Horner

Check out her E-Book at SpiralofAccountability.com!

mailto:CHORNER@BEINSYNCH.COM
https://www.spiralofaccountability.com/
https://www.spiralofaccountability.com/

